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Regarding the excavation as per plan, on plan sheets 40 thru 59 of 69 indicate rock removal from station 107+50 to 132+00 left 
and right. Since the project is based on Straight Line Mile markers only, please provide information as to where station 107+50 is 
with reference to the Straight Line Mile so that the contractor can look at the exact locations where this work occurs.

Question Submitted: 3/31/2010

The straight line mileage (slm) is multiplied by 5280 = approximate stationing . The slm and stationing below are 

        approximate for bidding purposes. Stark/Wayne County line slm 0.00 = sta 0+00.00slm 2.036 = sta 107+50.00 

    

        slm 2.500 = sta 132+00.00Clinton Road/US 21 slm 2.70 = sta 142+56.00Wayne/Summit County line slm 5.90 = sta 

    311+78.96

1Question Number:

The note on sheet 35 of 69 states that repair of pavement through the rock cut area is incidental to the excavtion item.  On sheet 
14 of 69 the typical section shows 3' of the outside berm being repaired with an 8 ft. min. shoulder width.  The shoulders in the 
rock cut area are very deteriorated.  The width is well less than 8 ft. in many areas due to erosion and damage from rock falls.  It 
appears that the shoulder throughout the rock cut needs to be reconstructed.  Does the contractor need to include all of the 
paving costs beyond the 3' foot out to the 8 ft. min. in the excavation item?  Can the pavement repair quantity be extended to 
include the shoulder out to 8 ft. in the rock cut area?

Question Submitted: 4/5/2010

    an addendum is forthcoming. 

2Question Number:

Reference #97 Portable Concrete Barrier, 50".  The department has specified 50" barrier for this project.  Can the contractor use 
32" barrier with a glare screen to achieve the 50" height that is being requested?

Question Submitted: 4/9/2010

No, the 50" height specified must be used. The height of the PCB is required  for protection to motorist from 

potential falling rock during the work in the rock fall area. Glare screen will not provide the added protection 

required. 

3Question Number:
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All prospective bidders, subcontractors, suppliers, materialmen and all others who have an interest in these prebid questions and answers are advised 
that these items are being provided for informational purposes only and are not part of the bidding documents.  If a question warrants a clarification, 

the Department will issue an addenda addressing the request for clarification to all plan holders.  If the Department believes that the bidding 
documents adequately address the request, the contractor will be advised accordingly.


